INTRODUCTION
Roughly speaking, the law of large numbers states thau under mild restrictions th^ average of a random sample has small probability of deviating from the population mean if the sample size n Is taken large enough. However, nothing is said abou* the probability of a given size deviation cecreasing monotonically as n increases.
In this paper we develop conditions under which such monotonicity can be established. Another way of stating this is that under appropriate conditions the "peakedness" of the distribution of the average of n Increases with n. We use the definition of peakedness given by Birnbaum (19^8). (PF 2 ), f(u) = f(-u) for all u, f(u) > 0 for -a < u < a, and G elsewhere, 0 < a ^ », X. and X independently distributed with density f, and G 2 (p,t) = P[pX 1 •' ■ qX 2 ^ t], where 0 ^ p <, q, p + q = 1. Then for 0 < t < a, G n (p,t) is strictly increasing in p, o <; p ^ ^ Proof For 0 < p < ^ write G 2 (p,t) = / *F f ^Mf (u)du.
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Then p 2 r-^ = r H^^V(u) (u -t)du; differentiation under the
öp £• \ P /
Integral sign Is permissible since I ff^Ml'dO (u -t)j <; Mf(u)lu -t| CO and * Mf(u)(u -t)du < «, '^ere M la the modal ordlnate of f.
Let v = t -u In the first intefral and v = u -t In the second Integral, We get
with the understanding that whenever a denominator la 0 we u?e the interrand in (l) • f(t + v) Next note that when f Is PF 0 | * rri \ 13 decreasing in t for fixed v t > 0, Since t > 0. a > 1, we have with equality possible only if f(u) is constant for t -tp/q ^ u £ t + tp/q. This last however Implies f(u) is constant for -a < u < a, that is, f is the uniform density. But a direct 2 dG 2 examination of the uniform shows p -r-> 0. dp second. Using the fact that " ^> ^ = -we get 5 dp dp & dG n r 00 *MP» V )
b r-^1 = / -| {h(t' -v) -h(t' + v)}dv. dp, / dp ' dG 2 (p,v) Now r -> 0 for 0 < v < a. Also since h is symmetric dp dG unimodal h(t , -v) > h(t' + v). Thus -^ > 0. dp 1
dG
If -^ ~ 0, then h(t' -v) a h(t' + v) for all v in dp^ (Oja) except for at most two points, i,e., h is uniform. But this implies a < '». Thus h(t f + u) s 0 for u > a -t' so that dG h is identically C, an obvious contradiction. Thus --> 0, dp. we write a' = Tor.
